
 Cycle 4,2019 
newsletter 

”There is an amazing power getting to know your inner self and learning how to use it and not fight with the world. If you know what 
makes you happy, your personality, interests and capabilities, just use them, and everything else flows beautifully.” Juhi Chawla  

 
Monday 15th July  First Day of Cycle 5 

Wednesday 24th ,  
Thursday25th, Friday 26th July 

Boys Snow Mt Baw Baw Camp 

Thursday 15th August Community Dinner & One Act Play Preview  

Thursday  15th August Last day of Cycle 5 

Friday  16th August   Student Free Day  

Saturday 24th August  South Gippsland One Act Play Festival Performance  

Dates for Cycle 5, 2019 

 

Birthdays 
 

 

 September 
 

Lexie, Riven, Ruby, 
Willow, Zen & Jenny  

The Rejoicing Muddy Mountain Biking Camp Crew! 



Anthony, Nick & the kids 

The 
PIVS Glee t

The nature kids with Nick  
observing the blackend earth. 

 

Mountain Biking (MTB) Camp  by Craig 

  Four very excited children and a Fenn in a Pikachu onesie boarded the PIVS 
mini-bus for what was set to be an unforgettable camp. Our PLP  
experiences at Oswin Roberts and The Gurdies had given the MTB crew all 
the necessary skills and confidence to ‘up the ante’ and take on the Erica MTB 
Park trails. There was huge excitement on the bus with all of the riders 
sharing in the happiness and anticipation of getting to the town of Erica.  

Once we got to our cabin, it was all hands-on-deck to 
unload the bus and trailer and hit the trails for the 
first time. Drizzly rain and dark skies couldn’t 
dampen our spirits as we set off for our MTB 
adventure. The mud was thick and slippery, and we 
worked hard to climb the trail on our bikes. We 
reached an intersection of the marked trail and the 
emergency fire track and as a team we decided to fly 
down the deep-rutted and slimy fire track to the 
bottom of the hill. With our faces sprinkled with rain 
and our backs plastered in dirt, we reached the 
bottom in record time; sliding, stacking and  
supporting each other along the way.  

After a night filled with games and laughs in the 
cabin, we hit the trails again; this time going a different route up the  
mountain. We came across a circuit trail off the main track and paired up to 
complete time trials; the aim was to finish the circuit in less than the goal 
time of 15 minutes. Each paired team completed in under 10 minutes, giving 
each other encouragement all the way. We finished our MTB adventure 
confidently, testing our nerve, riding down a tight single-file track, drifting  
        and sliding all the way. An awesome student-suggested camp and PLP! 

 
Nature Kids by Nick 

The Nature Kids have enjoyed another cycle of  
exploration and creation.  

In Cycle 4, the Nature Kids and Foundation students 
teamed up again to get out and explore the natural world. 
This cycle saw us venture to Swan Lake for a short stroll 
and a dabble into birdwatching. On the day, patchy rain 
also allowed us to play the fun game of running between 
trees for cover on our way to the bird hides! Once at the 
hides we spent some time looking for our feathered 
friends around the lake. The experience was great for all 
involved and we saw some 
less commonly seen species. 

We also began work on our bird baths and frog ponds, which are looking to be 
a great addition to the PIVS landscape. After a few big days of digging through 
especially sticky clay we have sunk some pots and begun our landscaping. 
Because of the winter rains, the area is looking more like a construction site 
than a place for birds to bathe and frogs to frolic. We’re looking forward to 
continuing landscaping and adding in some plant life to brighten up the area. 
Thank you to all that kindly donated their old pots for the bird baths  
           and frog ponds; we appreciate the generosity of our PIVS community. 

The birthday pancakes! 

Birthday students with 
their candles 

Nate, 
Archer, 
Xavier, 

Willow & 
Fenn aka 
Pikachu 

Nate riding down a muddy 
track at full speed! 

Archer 

Riven & Ruby at Swan Lake 
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The Nature Kids and Foundation Students 



 

 
Fête de la Musique (French National Music Day) by Fiona 

We capped off a great semester of French language studies 
with Delia introducing us to French National Music Day. Be-
ginning in France in 1982, music is now celebrated on the 
21st of June in over 120 countries around the world. We 
adorned the school with red, white and blue streamers, 
played, watched, made and danced to music all day and en-
joyed a scrumptious lunch of croissants, fondue, crepes and 
stuffed eggs! I can feel a PIVS tradition coming on.  

Alice through the Opera Glass by  Jenny 

It was with contagious anticipation that a group of  
enthusiastic theatre goers joined Fran and myself on the trek 
to Melbourne’s grand arts precinct. On Friday the 14th June, 
The Playhouse Theatre was our destination to view and  
immerse ourselves in the ‘Alice Through the Opera Glass’  
production. Finally, Alice was happening! After accessing the 
interactive sessions in the weeks leading up to the opera, our 

expectations were high. We had seen 
the behind-the-scenes action of  
rehearsals, the orchestra, the singers 
and the origins of opera. The sets had 
been built under our eyes and the  
costumes had been paraded. Finally, at 
the performance, the story unfolded 
through song and dance and we were 
enthralled with the result. 

Immersing ourselves in the arty area of 
Melbourne also was a buzz. Thanks  
Isabelle, Aerin, Willow, Ebony, Angie, 
Jacquie, Riven, Ruby, Indah and Chloe 
for making this Out ‘n’ About such fun!  

All loving the water wall  
on the way to the theatre 

Willow, Riven, Angie, Callum,  
Ruby, Shayla, Lois & Jacquie 

Such merriment! 
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All seated & opera ready! 

Eli & Ebony Games with Delia 

Jess, Indah & Jacqui 



 

 Wow, what a busy and exciting cycle the Foundation and Level 1 students have had!  

This cycle, the students worked together each Thursday to learn all about animals and 
their needs. First, the students joined tribes for the activities; they were The Cool 
Koalas, The Sneaky Snazzy Snow Leopards, and The Slithering Snakes. We also set up 
an imaginative play area vet clinic; the students loved role-playing being pet owners 
and veterinarians looking after the animals.  

In week 1, the tribes classified animals into different groups and discussed what makes 
these animals unique and what their different needs might be. We discussed marine 
animals, pets, farm animals and land animals. In the afternoon we headed off to 
Cowes Library to research animals and to borrow animal books for our project.  

In week 2, the students collected data from everyone 
at school to see which pets people had and to  
determine the most and least popular pets. We 
discussed pets’ needs and how to be responsible pet 
owners. The Out ‘n’ About for week 2 was to Jo’s farm. 
It was the Foundation students’ first visit and they 
loved meeting all of Jo’s farm animals including the 
goats, horses, pigs and sheep.  

Week 3 was all about Australian Animals. We went on a very exciting Out ‘n’ About to 
Maru Koala and Animal Park. We learned so much from the rangers at the park and 
got to see dingoes, reptiles, birds and koalas, and to 
feed and pat wallabies and kangaroos.  

In the last week of our project we learned about being 
responsible dog owners and how to be safe around 
dogs. We had a visit from the Responsible Pet Program 
and we got to sing songs and meet a very friendly big 
dog called Millie.  

Our animal project was so much fun and it was a great 
opportunity for the Foundation and Level 1 students to work together sharing ideas, 
researching, and learning as one big group. Well done everyone!  

Foundation and Level 1 Animal Project  by Emma 

KVS Visit by Jo 

The PIVS Level 1s arrived at KVS in time for morning tea and we were 
greeted with lots of smiling faces. The biggest surprise for the kids  
initially was seeing Henry there! “What do you mean Henry teaches at 
both schools?”, they kept saying! Everyone quickly had morning tea and 
set off to explore the school. It was wonderful to see the PIVS students 
using the rock-climbing wall, tyre swings in the tree, monkey bars, sand 

pit and they were in awe of the KVS kids that 
were riding around on bikes and scooters!  

After morning tea, we headed inside to do 
some craft activities together. We started off reading a book about rainbows and 
had insightful discussions about how rainbows are made. This then led into the 
rainbow activity which involved students painting a rainbow with themselves in it 
and putting a frame around it. Once again, everyone mixed so well, and it was 

hard to believe it was only our second time with the students from both schools working together. They 
were just so comfortable in each other’s company. Before the trek back home, we enjoyed a curry lunch 
with the KVS crew and had another quick play. We all had a blast and look forward to our next catch up in 
      semester two. Thanks to Kristen for organising such a  special day for us, it was a really fun day out!  

 

The PIVS Vet Clinic 
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Cordelia & Rhian  
at Maru 

Camila patting Millie 

The Library Visit 

Visiting Jo’s Farm 

Harvey & Sol 

Bella, Ben, Amy, Tee-Jai, Harvey, 
Lois, Charlotte, Oscar, Quilah, 

Saoirse, Camila, & Evie  



 

On Thursday 13th June, we were excited to host our first Literacy/THRASS information session for PIVS 
families. Despite the cold and wintery weather, we had a small gathering of families join us around the fire 
for a wonderful night.  

It was fantastic to be able share how Literacy runs at our school. Jenny did a fabulous presentation on the 
stages of reading and how PIVS is supporting students with their reading, as well as giving some great  
advice for home reading support. Emma gave us a great insight into the Magic Words and how the first  
100 words make up 70% of all words in reading and writing.  

I then did a presentation on THRASS (‘Teaching Handwriting, Reading And Spelling Skills’) and the  
importance of utilising this learning tool for reading, writing and spelling. It was great to be able to help 
families understand how the THRASS chart works, how we are using it at school and how families can play 
games at home to support children learning the 44 phonemes (sounds). These sounds and spelling choices 
are important for all aspects of literacy.  

We were excited to roll out our first ‘Home Reading 
Logs’, as we would like to encourage a love of  
reading. The benefits of regular home reading are 
substantial. Reading and sharing stories can help 
your child get to know sounds, words and language, 
develop early literacy skills, spark your child's  
imagination and stimulate curiosity. Ten minutes a 
night is all it takes!  

We are more than happy to meet with any other 
families that were unable to make it to our  
    information session and would like some 
        more details about reading and THRASS.  

 
PAG Visit by Jenny 

We were delighted to return to the elderly citizens’ centre to reignite our connection with our older friends 
on Wednesday the 5th June. It had been quite a while since our last visit, and we loved going back! Morning 
tea did not disappoint and the chatter amongst the PIVS students and their older companions as they 
munched on special goodies was lively. This was followed by some serious knitting challenges. A few  
dedicated knitters instructed the children through the process of casting on, and then doing plain stitch.  
Perseverance and patience certainly were the themes of the day. For those that chose not to knit there 
were board games to play and sketching to be done. There was a resounding “yes” to the question as to 
whether they wanted to play ‘Hoi,’ and this was the last activity before we reluctantly left to return to 
school. We eagerly await our next visit! 

Jenny presenting on the stages of reading 
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Board games with Callum Ruby knitting Conversations with Aerin 

Literacy Information Session  by Jo 



 

The idea for the integrated projects came from the desire to provide more 
choice to students in relation to learning their core literacy and numeracy 
skills. A writing genre seemed like a good anchor to start with (in this case, 
procedural texts) and from there the facilitating Mentors (Craig, Nick and 
Jenny) went on to develop topics they felt sparked by. Half-way through 
the projects we worked backwards to review the range of curriculum  
descriptors that were covered by each of the projects and were both 
amazed and pleased with how many were touched on as each general 
theme meandered a winding path around student interests, questions that 
popped up along the way, and brought together mixed aged groups of  
students that wouldn’t normally work together. The oral presentations 
were a real treat to cap it off. Nice work everyone! 

Integrated Projects by Fiona 

Sugar & Spice—Fenn, Aerin,  
Jenny, Willow & Olive 

Mad Scientists—Eli, Nate, Nick,  
Archer & Ebony 

Wind Warriors—Craig, Xavier,  
Shayla & Jack 

 

The aim for our project was 
to create a recipe book and 
we did it!  

The core literacy goal for 
this project was to check 
out the elements of proce-
dural writing. Following a 
step-by-step guide to ex-
plain how to do something 
was perfect for our project. 

We found and made a variety 
of dishes and have included those in our cookbook. 

Along the way we found out about and mapped the major  
agricultural food exports and imports from and to Australia. 
While doing that we were able to have a look at the  
geography of the world and locate countries. 

We had a close look at rice and the progression of the  
germination to the harvest. We also did a compare-and-
contrast between what was involved in being a Filipino versus 
an Australian rice grower. There was a debate as to which  
lifestyle would be better.  

Stories around the rice theme included two fables. We shared 
our favourites and the reasons for these, and predicted  
outcomes throughout the readings. We watched and listened 
to the readings and did lots of comprehension follow up  
activities (and maths, big maths). 

Putting the book together was a lot of fun. Deciding on the  
layout took a lot of negotiation and some creative  
compromises, but we came up with a skeleton idea and  
altered it as it progressed. We have put little personalised  
titbits in the book to make it truly unique. 

The best part was definitely cooking and tasting our recipes. 
We worked closely as a team and enjoyed our time together.  

     We hope you love our book. The Sugar & Spice Team! 

Sugar and Spice by Jenny 
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Jenny pitching the 
Sugar & Spice project 

Eli presenting to 
the group 



 

Wind Warriors by Craig 
Wind Warriors was a project inspired by the story of a Malawian schoolboy who, in the 
depths of drought, used two books from his school’s library to design, test and build a wind 
turbine. This true story has been captured in text, film and Ted talk and titled ‘The Boy Who 
Harnessed the Wind’. I felt this amazing story of hope, perseverance and ‘sparkiness’ was the 
perfect jumping point for our students to start thinking about the importance of renewable 
energy with a focus on wind power. Throughout our project, the Wind Warriors had our own 
technical challenges to overcome, researching effective blade designs and reading  
complex step-by-step texts; we persevered, testing three designs before one magical day 

when Xavier and Callum first recorded a massive 55V of electricity! The reaction and motivation which came 
from students creating their own electricity was breathtaking. I couldn’t be prouder of my Wind Warriors. 

As part of the Wind Warriors project, some of the students were lucky enough to visit the 
Bald Hills Wind Farm just out of Tarwin Lower. We were met on-site by Glenn who was  
patient and encouraging of inquisitive questions, like ‘How much electricity is produced?’ 
and ‘How much does a wind turbine blade weigh?’. More precise answers were given at the 
time, but in short, enough for 62,000 homes and 8 tonnes! The Wind Warriors were given a 
descriptive breakdown of all the massive components in the colossal beasts and we  
couldn’t help noticing the similarities between them and our own wind turbines.  

Glenn then took us into the workshop, and we handled the largest nut, bolt and spanner I’m 
sure any of the PIVS crew are likely to see ever. As well as the heavy-duty stuff, Glenn 
showed us the delicate measurement equipment and electrical  
control computer for the whole site, which led to getting the   

diagnostic manual out and quenching another inquisitive question about fault codes. 
Suffice to say it wasn’t just the students that were in their element, but myself and 
parent helper Joel were also getting a lot out of the experience! To finish, we drove up 
to one of the turbines to get a closer look. They were massive! Then Glenn asked the 
students if they’d like to go inside; well I think you can guess the  answer to that… 

It was an amazing learning experience for everyone involved and I am very  
   appreciative of our very own Samson family for providing the stepping-stone email  
       for making this happen.  Some very cool things can come out of a community that  
                is all about providing learning experiences for our students. 

Shayla  

 
Mad Science by Nick 

What an exciting couple of cycles it has been at PIVS! Over Cycles 3 and 4 we integrated some of 
our learning programs into projects led by Craig, Jenny and I. On offer were Wind Warriors (Craig’s 
industrial engineering degree), Sugar and Spice (Jenny’s cooking masterclass), and Mad Science 
(my explosive adventure). 

All the Level 4-6s signed up to a project, with some Level 2-3s also invited to join us. Mad  
Science sparked Archer, Ebony, Eli and Nathanael and our lab was formed. To start off our  
inquiry, we explored experiments involving chemical reactions and expansion. In these first  

couple of weeks we went through several bottles of vinegar and became acutely attuned to the smell of yeast.  

These experiments formed our base of knowledge and from here each scientist chose their own  
experiment to run. Our lab became alive with curiosity, the possibilities for experimentation were endless.  

In the end Archer and Ebony chose slime experiments, Eli chose the explosive elephant’s toothpaste, and  
Nathanael chose an intriguing experiment with oranges. Over the next cycle, we developed the  
experiments, writing up scientific reports on our findings. Using these findings, we refined our experiments to 
improve their outcomes. Ebony and Archer aimed to create the fluffiest slime known to mankind. Eli desired to 
get some elephants toothpaste stuck on the moon and Nathanael aimed to mystify his audience.  

With heads down, the scientists kept working, creating posters about their  
experiments and writing scripts to present their experiments to the rest of the school. 

Finally, in the final week of Cycle 4, the Mad Scientists presented their  
experiments with great success! The thought of presenting to a big group  
of people was daunting at first, but when the day came, all the scientists 
were brave and spoke wonderfully.  

All in all, Mad Science and all the integrated projects provided an exciting and  
      engaging way to explore the curriculum. I think everyone involved is looking 
           forward to the next round of projects on offer. 

In the Bald Hills  
workshop 

Shayla, Jack,  
Angelo & Xavier  

Nate  

Nick, Archer,  
Ebony & Eli 7 



 Running Club by Nick 

It’s been a cycle of the highest of highs and the lowest of lows for the  
Running Club group. We started off the cycle with a bang, heading  
Out ‘n’ About to the Oswin Roberts Reserve for our first trail run! It was a 
beautiful morning; the sun was shining through the trees and the walla-
bies were enjoying their breakfast. We started slowly, and then got into a 
steady rhythm, cruising through the landscape.  

Soon, we realised that with all this running, we’d been missing out on  
exploring the ecology of the reserve. After a short discussion, we  
unanimously decided that all future trail runs should include a walking pe-
riod so we could take in the landscape. Slowly, we strolled back down to 
the bus, watching the birds and exploring an especially industrious species 
of ant. Oranges were enjoyed sitting in the midmorning glow before we 
headed back to PIVS. 

Unfortunately, that morning was the high point for the Running Club this cycle, as not long after this,  
torrential rains turned our running tracks into swimming pools. This was a sad reality to face and after much 
discussion about what to do, we decided that Running Club should be postponed until the grounds dry up.  
      Don’t give up though! Running Club will be back with plenty more great adventures to come. 

 
 Whale Festival 

Activities 

Our thanks to Camille Monet and  
Dr Laura Brearley for hosting a day of 
engaging songs, stories and activities 
to celebrate the return of the whales to 
Phillip Island. The children sang in local 
Boon Wurrung language and painted a 
personal sea scape in response to 
whale songs before sharing their ideas 
on a group  mural. The public Festival is 
being held during the school holidays 
and culminates in the Whale Betayil  
Parade  in Thompson Ave on Sunday 
       7th July. 

Harvey, Ben, Callum,  
Archer & Nick 

Last cycle, we had the pleasure of listening to six of the  
wonderful, hard-working pianists at PIVS. For the past month, 
piano students had been preparing their concert pieces in their 
lesson every Monday, nervously and excitedly anticipating the 
performance day. The concert opened with Nate’s very 
mysterious, sleuthy rendition of ‘Sherlock Holmes’. Next, we 
had the pleasure of listening to two of our very musical Foundie 
students; Cordy’s solo of ‘Lightly Row’, followed by Rhian’s duet 
‘Sing to You’. Ruby was next to grace the stage, performing 
brilliantly ‘Making Valentines’. Next, Chloe and I performed 
another duet, which was actually an arrangement of a melody 
which many PIVS students recognised from the Joint Schools 
Camp from Cycle 3. Chloe did a very impressive job of  
transferring the melody from the marimba to the piano, and 
helped me to create my part of the duet. Our lucky last  
performer, Callum, did a magnificent job of playing and singing 
a piece named ‘Katie Cricket’. All of the performances were 
followed by beautiful bows from all of the pianists. I’d like to 
commend all the performers on their hard work leading up to 
the concert and their bravery in getting up and sharing their 
music in front of an audience. We shall be working hard in 
lessons to share more music with you later in the year!  

Chloe & Sarah  Nate Callum Ruby 
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Cordelia Rhian & Sarah  

Piano Recital by Sarah 

The singing circle 



 

 
Swimming  by Henry  

During Cycle 4, as a part of our Older Years Physical Education  
program, we travelled to Wonthaggi indoor pool every Friday to go 
swimming. I was very impressed at the quality of swimming  
everyone showed, so keep up the great swimming everyone! Through-
out the program, students worked on swimming technique and water 
familiarity. Levels 5 and 6 students worked towards  
completing their Victorian Water Safety Certificate which is a great 
thing to have achieved.  

With the last day of swimming came Water Safety Week. This was a 
chance for students to refresh or learn new rescue skills and  
strategies, and ways to keep themselves safe if they ever get into dan-
ger in the water. We all had the chance to rescue a partner with a 
range of different objects such as; balls, towels, ropes and kickboards. We also practiced and learnt to use 
our voices to rescue a friend in danger without even needing to get into the pool! Great swimming  
     everyone, and remember to never swim alone.  

 Meet the Mentor by Kelly Kirkpatrick 

Water Safety Fun with Henry 

 What was it like for you as a child at school? 

I think ultimately school was okay in the most part, but looking back I 
certainly think I deserved more than ‘okay’, and I don’t have many 
outstanding positive memories of my time at school. I struggled to fit 
in socially, and academically my brain worked outside the box, 
meaning I struggled to learn in a standardised way, so left school 
with far less knowledge than I would have liked.  
 

If you were a child at PIVS, would you like this school? 
Why? 

I would totally have loved PIVS! The small scale and personal nature 
of the school would have allowed me to be understood and valued 
for my uniqueness, along with teachers having the capacity to teach 
me in ways that made sense for my brain. 
 

What other careers have you had? 

I’ve had many! I have spent the majority of my working life in the 
corporate sector across administration, human resources, marketing 
and communications. Outside the corporate sector I have run my 
own successful businesses for many years in the retail sector. 
 

Why did you want to work at PIVS? 

Who wouldn’t want to! I love being able to be on the ground and 
contribute to this amazing place. 
 

What do you enjoy about working at PIVS? 

Apart from seeing the success that our model has on the ground  
day-to-day, I love seeing the often invisible back-end work that the 
support staff do, and the way it translates into tangible outcomes.  
    It all helps the school move forward with its plans and pave the  
           way to create a wonderful future.  

 

One Act Play  
with Jo & Jenny 

 

Chess Club (Lvls 1-6) 
with Craig & Klaus 

 

Nature Kids (Lvls 3-6) 
with Nick 

 

Horse Riding (Lvls 1-6) 
with Fiona & The Horse Workshop, 

Bass 

 

Piano (Lvls F-6) 
with Sarah Bouquet @ PIVS 

Sign-up Activities 
for Cycle 5 
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